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“Netspar does thorough 

and policy-relevant research.  

The added value of Netspar is  

especially visible in translating  

the latest scientific insights into 

concrete problems we face 

today.” 

Klaas Knot, president  

De Nederlandsche 

Bank (DNB)



Giving your aging society a future

Our aging society raises many questions…
In the Netherlands and other Western countries, the life expectancy of people is 

increasing. Babies that are born today, are likely to live up to a hundred years.  

This, of course, has great impact on our society and economy. And many questions 

are yet to answer. How can everybody enjoy a good pension? What is the impact 

of the growing need for longterm care on a financially healthy old age? How can 

we deal with behavioral issues, when people get more freedom in planning and 

financing their own retirement? What are the solutions for a changing labour market 

where everybody has to work longer, with less certainty and more flexible contracts? 

… Netspar finds the answers!
If you feel challenged to answer these questions - and many more! - Netspar  

offers a challenging track in four masters at Tilburg University, on an extremely  

relevant topic in a unique work field. What makes Netspar stand out is our close 

cooperation with universities world wide, the Dutch government and the pension 

sector. As a network for knowledge development and knowledge sharing, we are 

dedicated to promoting a wider understanding of the economic and social implica-

tions of aging societies in the Netherlands and in Europe.

Enroll via Blackboard: Netspar Track

More about Netspar, our network and our education: www.netspar.nl

Five reasons to follow 
the Netspar Track:
• Inspired teachers, with hands-

on knowledge of the current 

pension debate. 

• Access to a valuable network, 

including internships and 

company visits with Netspar 

partners. 

• Netspar certificate with your 

Master diploma

• Netspar Thesis Awards (€ 3.000)

• Excellent job opportunities


